“What am I signing?”

Sign Words
FLASHCARDS

“The more I practice the better I become!”

Mr. C

www.StoriesAndSigns.com
“What am I signing?”

Put one arm on top of the other across your body - rock back and forth
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When you’ve guessed...click to next page to see if you’re right!
“What am I signing?”

Put one arm on top of the other across your body - rock back and forth
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Practice signing the word and saying it with your mouth at the same time...deaf people read lips also!
“What am I signing?”

With fingers bunched together - move your hand to and from mouth a couple times
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“What am I signing?”

With fingers bunched together - move your hand to and from mouth a couple times
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“What am I signing?”

Criss-cross your arms across your chest and hug them
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“What am I signing?”

love

Criss-cross your arms across your chest and hug them
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“What am I signing?”

One arm is horizontal
Other hand makes a tall “5”
Wiggle fingers like branches
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“What am I signing?”

**tree**

One arm is horizontal
Other hand makes a tall “5”
Wiggle fingers like branches
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“What am I signing?”

Stick out your thumb and pinkie finger - put your thumb on your ear
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“What am I signing?”

telephone

Stick out your thumb and pinkie finger - put your thumb on your ear
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“What am I signing?”

Rub a circle on your chest
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“What am I signing?”

please

Rub a circle on your chest
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“What am I signing?”

Criss-cross at your wrists -
Lock both hands in the middle
with thumbs - wiggle fingers
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“What am I signing?”

butterfly

Criss-cross at your wrists -
Lock both hands in the middle
with thumbs - wiggle fingers
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“What am I signing?”

Two pointer fingers point to each end of mouth and wiggle fingers
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“What am I signing?”

laugh

Two pointer fingers point to each end of mouth and wiggle fingers
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“What am I signing?”

Left hand lays flat—right hand stands up - fingers and thumb - turn back & forth
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“What am I signing?”

dinosaur

Left hand lays flat—right hand stands up - fingers and thumb - turn back & forth
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“What am I signing?”

Point up and draw a circle overhead
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“What am I signing?”

Sun

Point up and draw a circle overhead
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“What am I signing?”

Lock your two pointer fingers together - turn your fingers over and lock them again
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“What am I signing?”

friend

Lock your two pointer fingers together - turn your fingers over and lock them again
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“What am I signing?”

Open hands palms to chest - brush your shirt upward two times
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“What am I signing?”

happy

Open hands palms to chest - brush your shirt upward two times
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“Thanks for Signing with us!”

Had fun learning some Sign Words?

Check out the next page...more sign words and great stories...*turn the page!*
Check out Mr.C’s Books!

Available in Print & Kindle

⭐ The ABC’s
  - ASL Alphabet Signs

#1 Out of Gas!
  - Transportation Story

#2 No Animals in the House
  - Animals Story

#3 The Big Sandwich
  - Fun Foods Story

#4 Rainy Day Play
  - Indoor & Outdoor Play

#5 Molly’s Puppies
  - Days of the Week

#6 Best Day Ever!
  - Birthday Surprise

#7 Company is Coming!
  - Cleaning My Room

#8 Haunted Baseball Park
  - Being Brave & Smart

www.StoriesAndSigns.com